We combine insight, experience and practice to create lasting change.
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We design training and programmes, develop research, provide expert insight at domestic and
international conferences; driven always by our desire for positive societal impact. Our
participants range from teachers to NHS staff to young people in schools, community
spaces, PRUs and SEN provisions.

83,000

98%

100%

Young People
Engaged

Satisfaction ratings
post-workshop

Adult learners increase
knowledge of Prevent
post-workshop

100+

1.3M

1

Online interactions with
free video resources

High Sheriff Award for
Impact and Innovation

5,500+

38

10,000

Adult learners develop
ability to safely conduct
difficult conversations

Research publications
to support practice

Members of the public

International academic
speaking engagements
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WC OE N ANRE EC T F U T U R E S

We combine insight, experience and practice to make lasting change. Extremism and
exploitation are on the rise. Our courses and bespoke programmes can help prevent
this at a grassroots level by empowering people with knowledge and practical
tools. With the experience and knowledge of an internationally respected team,
ConnectFutures provides independent expertise to a wide range of clients. Our unique
approach combines academic excellence with extensive practitioner experience and is
informed by our strong ethical framework and commitment to justice.

WR EE L AI AR BE L EE V, I RD EE LN ECVEA NB AT S E D ,
We design and deliver bespoke training workshops for lots of different stakeholders. You can read
about some of our programmes, here. We make sure all our programmes are communityfocussed to ensure sensitivity, rooted in practice and research to ensure we are contemporary
and relevant and interactive and challenging to ensure engagement and enjoyment.
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P R O G R A M M E S

BRAVE: Building Resilience Against Violence and Extremism - For schools, PRUS, SEN
provisions and community groups that, through storytelling and lived experiences, develops
participants' understanding of gang and extremist exploitation. The course is available for young
people and professionals.

PROGRAMME

HIGHLIGHTS

GOALS MET

SAVE: Safeguarding Against Violent Extremism - For any professional interested in their
statutory duty to prevent radicalisation and serious violence. The course approaches learning
through a contextual safeguarding framework, focussing on difficult conversations, scenario
work and addressing the contexts of violent extremism.
Fake News, Extremism and the Truth - For young people that explores methods of debunking
fake news, covering topics from extremist propaganda, deep fakes, Love Island and Brexit. This
session works well as an assembly or an INSET, classroom-based session.
Building Resilience With New Migrant Communities - For front line staff supporting migrants
and refugees, with a focus on reactions to hate crime, extremist narratives and building
community resilience.
Our peer-reviewed research and free films are on our website
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Rooting out the Far Right - For professionals or young people that explores, through
propaganda, up-to-date and local examples, how Right-Wing Extremists recruit, operate and react
in modern-day Europe.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
HERE'S WHAT OUR PARTNERS SAY
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I found the training excellent and
was disappointed when it finished.
I immediately booked them for our
school. The training our staff
received straight away had an
impact.
Primary Head Teacher

The sessions were truly enabling
for those students involved,
allowing them to find their own
voice to tell their own stories, as
well as involving inspirational
input from staff too.
Secondary Head Teacher

The session on criminal grooming
and gangs really resonated with
the students and made them
reflect upon their context and the
risk factors they might experience.
Designated Safeguarding Lead

The next stage for our school
is thinking about how we can
develop our curriculum to build
trust, resilience, confidence and
effective action. ConnectFutures
are going to be instrumental in
helping us achieve that.
Primary Head Teacher
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P R FA EC ET DI TB IA OC NK E R
We were impressed with the
knowledge and cultural competence
of the trainers. The training has
helped our staff understand how and
why extremists recruit young
and vulnerable people.
St Giles Trust 2019

The delivery was very well
informed. The trainer ensured
everyone in the room understood
each part of the training prior to
moving onto the next part.
Young Roots 2019

Sessions applied assessment,
review and academic
insight, helping the commissioning
process. It gave West Midlands
Police feedback, that we now use
to help design more meaningful
relationships with young people.
West Midlands Police 2017

The training enabled partnerships
between police and council to
grow, embracing the importance of
understanding we are all
responsible for safeguarding our
communities, especially the
vulnerable and the young.
Liverpool City Council 2019
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S A V E L I V E R P O O L THEORY OF CHANGE

A safer society with reduced harm to young people

We delivered our Safeguarding Against Violent Extremism (SAVE) workshops in
partnership with Liverpool City Council throughout 2019. We covered topics
related to gangs, the rise of right-wing violence and hateful extremism. The
workshop equips participants with the tools to encourage critical thinking skills
and to engage in difficult conversations. One training participant told us:
I thought the workshop was brilliant. I have seen a couple of staff who attended
and they have given really positive feedback! In fact, one
person said, ‘"coincidentally it came up in a meeting that a young man in one my
recent cases has shaved his head and started putting up Hitler posters. I felt much
more confident discussing this after the training".

Increased
Knowledge

Building
Resilience

Confident
Discussion

Critical
Thinkers

Immediate Outcomes
Participants engage in
locally tailored
learning to ensure
relevance
Internal project
designers conduct
micro and macro level
research to ensure
wide evidence base

Young people develop
knowledge to avoid
exploitation through safe
exposure to criminal
tactics
Exposing young
people to realities of
criminal exploitation
and extremism

A strong rapport
between trainers and
young people due to
skilled trainers and
honest environments

More schools and youth
provisions develop
effective interventions to
safeguard young people

Working with partners
and schools to ensure
training and trainers are
locally and culturally
relevant

Engaging multiple
schools and
stakeholders to develop
wider network of
informed practitioners

Our Activities
Exploitation and
Extremism Training

Growing Training
Capacities

Preparation and
Tailoring
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Network
development

Internal Project
Development

Summarised from ConnectFutures' full Theory of Change, available on request

CS OA FN ET GE UX AT RU DA IL N G

Our approach to programming is rooted in a Contextual Safeguarding Model that
focuses on prevention and intervention that surrounds at-risk individuals,
exploring the spaces and places they interact with as well as peer groups and
families.
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We ensure young people and professionals understand healthy and unhealthy
relationships through an explanation of the Grooming Line, developed by the

MR EE SA PS OU NR SE ED S

NSPCC.

We provide expert, measured responses to societal events, including terror
attacks, to UK media. We also develop support guidance for professionals to help
explain and discuss challenging events with their service users.

“What I love about the team is their 'can do'
attitude, fresh thinking, creativity and most of
all, the independent, credible role they
maintain. "
— West Mid lands Police, CTU

Our Directors, Zubeda Limbada (left) and Laura Zahra McDonald (right), speaking with
national news outlets regarding terrorist incidents and issues in the UK
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THANK YOU

ConnectFutures
Innovation Birmingham Campus,
Faraday Wharf, Holt St,
B7 4BB
info@connectfutures.org
0121 250 3609

We measure our impact by distributing impact evaluation
forms before and after each of our programmes. We work
with expert research and evaluators to ensure a thorough
analysis of our outputs.
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